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introduction
Our team has made multiple types of AR face filters. We developed a
randomizer, real world, and an immersive filter. AR stands for augmented
reality. Augmented Reality (AR) Filters superimpose computer-generated
graphics and images onto the user's real-world view. In this use, the face
tracking technology of Spark AR creates a dynamic AR experience in which
the filters change depending on the position of the user's face. 

methods
Our team has decided to utilize a qualtrics survey and interview questions
to collect our user research. Our survey will have eight questions about
users’ social media and filter usage and behaviors. The survey is going to
be sent to students at UGA and students that are members of the NMI
specifically. For the interviews, each of our team members is going to
interview two individuals and ask them a set of questions related to
Instagram and interactive social media content. 

interview questions
Do you use story filters on Instagram? How often? 
What type of filters do you use the most on Instagram? Ex.
Beautifying, Randomizer, Real world, Immersive 
What percentage of story posts with your face in them do you use
face-altering filters on? 
How likely are you to use a filter of an organization you’re involved
with if there was one available? 
How likely would you be to look into learning more about an
organization if you saw a friend use a filter or sticker promoting it on
Instagram? 
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interview results

Tori
Interview #1 - Gabby (UGA NMI Student)

Yes I use filters sometimes, usually a couple times a week.
I use the color & light filter category on instagram.
Less than 20%, I usually don’t use face altering filters unless my friend uses it and
posts a story with it on my face. 
I would definitely use it if it was for an organization I was apart of. Especially if it is a
fun/goofy one or a cute aesthetic one. 
I would be likely to look more into an organization if I saw a friend use a filter or
sticker
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Interview #2 - Brooke (UNG student)  

Nick
Interview #1 - Jazmin (UGA Student)

I do not use story filters on Instagram often
I typically use the fun game filters on Instagram if I do use a filter
I don’t use face altering filters.
I might use a filter for an organization I am involved in if one was available.
I would probably look up an organization if it was included in a super cool filter.
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Interview #2 - Kate (UGA Grady Student)
I very rarely post stories and if I do probably 1 out of every 5 maybe have a filter that
isn’t noticeable and is used to brighten or make a lower-quality photo look a little
better
Real-world filters/the ones you can swipe through on the picture
0% fr fr
80% depending on the placement of the filter in relation to the picture I want to post
aka if it covers something, no but otherwise I would
If it was one of my VERY close friends of less than 10ish people I would be about
95% likely to look into an org, but just a random person I’d say 0%

1.

2.
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5.

I use filters a lot. 
I mainly use more natural filters though. 
I don’t usually use face-altering filters at all. 
If there was one available for an organization I was in I would probably use it
all the time. 
would be very likely to look into a group if my friend posted a filter or a
sticker about it. 
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interview results

Midori
Interview #1 - Jeremi (NMI Student in Franklin)

 No, I do not use story filters on instagram
 N/A
 N/A
 On a scale of 1-5, I would rank a 2 on likeliness of using an AR filter. 
On a scale of 1-5, I would rank a 4 on likelihood of researching an organization if I
saw a friend using an AR filter or sticker. 
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Interview #2 - Sarah (UGA Student in Mary Francis)
 Yes, but I have rarely used them.
 I have used only a randomizer filter.
 0%, I do not use face altering filters for story posts.
 0-5%, there is a small likelihood I would use an AR filter if one was available for a
UGA organization. I might use a gif or sticker on a story post.
40%, there is a less than 50% chance I would look up an organization if a friend
posted with an AR filter because I don't care much for AR filters. 
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5.

Alex
Interview #1 - Mason (UGA Marketing Student)

I dont post alot of stories, probably a couple a month.
If I use a filter in a post, it's usually asking some kind of question. 
Less than 10 percent I would say. My stories are usually sharing posts from other
accounts
I usually am only sharing sport related stuff, I share like braves and UGA football
posts sometimes. I keep school sorta separate I guess. 
I'll probably click on it if there's like a link to it, or ask them about it if it's somebody I
talk to alot. 
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Interview #2 - Emily SPIA
Yes! I use filters maybe once or twice a week on a story, usually sc or insta
Beautifying and like quiz ones. 
Like 50/50 Im using a filter depending on my mood. 
I like sharing UGA stuff as I'm involved with a lot of stuff in SPIA.
I usually like trying to find out more if it's something that's interesting to me. 
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interview results

Jacqueline
Interview #1 - Josie (UGA Journalism Student)

I rarely use filters, if ever.
If I use a filter, it is most likely real-world.
0% of my stories use face filters.
If it was for an organization I am a part of, i would be fairly likely to use a face filter.
It would somewhat make me more interested in the organization.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interview #2 - Racahel (UGA Chemistry Student)
I don’t really post anything with filters but I like to play around with them. probably
like 1-2 times a week or less, usually whenever a see one i want to try on an
instagram reels haha… I do use (and post) the color filters sometimes too, but not as
much anymore because I like to make manual adjustments to color, brightness, etc.
I usually use the beautifying or funny/game ones (like ones that make you look old
or you have to guess a word or something) but not to post!
I don’t really post with face altering filters anymore, I used to though and know many
people who still do!
I would definitely use filters for an organization I’m involved with or even if I was just
at event for the organization (especially if they are aesthetically pleasing haha) 
I would be MUCH more likely to research an organization if something like a filter or
sticker caught my eye
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survey questions

For our survey
questions, we have
included screenshots
to illustrate both the
questions we asked
participants and the
choices they were
provided.
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survey results

Q1
Are you a current or
former NMI student?

Q2
Which social media
platforms are you
currently active on?
(select all that apply)

Q3
Do you use Augmented
Reality Face Filters in
social media posts?
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survey results

Q4
What percentage of your
posts (stories, reels, main
feed, etc.) have an AR
face filter applied to it?

Q5
How often do you share
content from brands on
social media?

Q6
Would you share interactive
social media content if it
was affiliated with the
University of Georgia?
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survey results

Q7
How often do you use
stickers when making
Instagram or Snapchat
posts?

Q8
How often do you scan
QR codes on posters to
find out more information
of what is on the poster?
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Instagram is still the most popular social media
channel for our target audience.  

Most people say they would use a filter or
sticker for an organization that they were a
part of if it had one as an option.  

People are generally interested in scanning
posters that have a scannable feature
available. 

General sentiment towards AR filters is neutral,
while most people do not hate them, not many
are enthusiastic about them either.

Students are more likely to share interactive
social media content if it is affiliated with the
University of Georgia rather than not.
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closing insights

When presented with a QR code on a poster, recipients
indicated that they would be likely to scan the code and
research the information that they received. 


